Minimally invasive resection of lumbar intraspinal synovial cysts via a contralateral approach: review of 13 cases
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OBJECT The authors sought to determine patient-related outcomes after minimally invasive surgical (MIS) lumbar intraspinal synovial cyst excision via a contralateral approach and a contralateral facet-sparing approach.

METHODS All the patients with a symptomatic lumbar intraspinal synovial cyst who underwent surgery at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics with an MIS excision via a contralateral approach were treated between July 2010 and August 2014. There was a total of 13 cases. Each patient was evaluated with preoperative neurological examinations, lumbar spine radiography, MRI, and visual analog scale (VAS) scores. The patients were evaluated postoperatively with neurological examinations and VAS and Macnab scores. The primary outcomes were improvement in VAS and Macnab scores. Secondary outcomes were average blood loss, hospital stay duration, and operative times.

RESULTS There were 5 males and 8 females. The mean age was 66 years, and the mean body mass index was 28.5 kg/m². Sixty-nine percent (9 of 13) of the cysts were at L4–5. Most patients had low-back pain and radicular pain, and one-third of them had Grade 1 spondylolisthesis. The mean (± SD) follow-up duration was 20.8 ± 16.9 months. The mean Macnab score was 3.4 ± 1.0, and the VAS score decreased from 7.8 to 2.9. The mean operative time was 123 ± 30 minutes, with a mean estimated blood loss of 44 ± 29 ml. Hospital stay averaged 1.5 ± 0.7 days. There were no complications noted in this series.

CONCLUSIONS The MIS excision of lumbar intraspinal synovial cysts via a contralateral approach offers excellent exposure to the cyst and spares the facet joint at the involved level, thus minimizing risk of instability, blood loss, operative time, and hospital stay. Prospective randomized trials with longer follow-up times and larger cohorts are needed to conclusively determine the superiority of the contralateral MIS approach over others, including open or ipsilateral minimally invasive surgery.
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SYNOVIAL cysts of the spine are an unusual cause of nerve root and/or central canal compression. They arise, much like other synovial cysts in the body, from a rent in the capsule of degenerated facet joints (Fig. 1) accompanied by articular lining breakdown and encapsulated accumulation of fluid. These facet joints may also be filled with material from fibrinoid and myxoid degeneration, which may be associated with any degree of instability at that level. The prevalence of spondylolisthesis accompanying spinal levels with a synovial cyst ranges from 38% to 50%. This occurrence was evident on MRI and CT scans of all lumbar facet joints associated with a synovial cyst in a radiographic study by Hsu et al.

Lumbar intraspinal synovial cysts (LISCs) are not known to resolve spontaneously with conservative treatment; only 10 such cases have been reported in the literature. Despite being treated successfully by percutaneous image-guided aspiration and/or steroid injection, surgical resection remains a more definitive and permanent treatment, because injection techniques have not shown long-term benefits yet. Traditionally, the open technique for resecting these cysts would entail a midline approach with partial medial facetectomy in addition to possible partial

ABBREVIATIONS LIS = lumbar intraspinal synovial cyst; MIS = minimally invasive surgical; MISS = minimally invasive spine surgery; VAS = visual analog scale.
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laminectomy and the contralateral laminectomy, among other complications. This technique has been cited to cause postoperative spondylolisthesis, among other complications. Minimally invasive surgical (MIS) techniques for the resection of facet joint synovial cysts, whether ipsilateral or contralateral, have been described with good results.

The objective of this study was to evaluate our contralateral MIS approach regarding patient satisfaction ratings, functional outcome, blood loss, operative time, average hospital stay, and postoperative instability. We believe that this approach can provide results at least similar to those published for open or ipsilateral MIS techniques while preserving the integrity of the facet joint.

Methods

Between July 2010 and August 2014, 13 consecutive patients with a symptomatic LISC underwent MIS cyst resection through a contralateral tubular retractor approach at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. None of these patients had undergone surgery for spine pathology before. Each patient was evaluated preoperatively with physical and neurological examinations, dynamic radiographs of the lumbosacral spine (flexion and extension views), MR images of the lumbar spine, and determination of a visual analog scale (VAS) score. After surgery, each patient was followed up with clinic visits and telephone encounters. At each visit, in addition to a neurological examination, the VAS score was documented and imaging was ordered only if clinically indicated. Each patient underwent the operation by 1 surgeon (P.W.H.). In addition, patient satisfaction and postoperative return of functionality were documented with the Macnab scale as follows: a score of excellent indicates that all preoperative symptoms have been relieved and that the patient is able to carry out daily activities without any impairment; a score of good indicates minimum persistence of preoperative symptoms and that the patient is able to carry out daily activities without significant impairment; a score of fair indicates only partial relief of preoperative symptoms with limited physical activities; and a score of poor indicates unchanged or even worsened symptoms. These 4 categories were assigned numerical values, with 4 representing an excellent outcome and 1 representing a poor outcome. Furthermore, telephone calls were used to assess patient performance with the Macnab score even after formal clinic visits had stopped. The follow-up duration, operative time, blood loss, facet-level involvement, and hospital stay duration were also noted. The primary outcome was patient-reported satisfaction with the procedure as documented by the Macnab score. Secondary outcomes were operative time, blood loss, and hospital stay duration. Categorical variables were summarized by recording the number and percentage, whereas the continuous variables were summarized by recording the mean and the standard deviation (SD). In accordance with the US Code of Federal Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects, institutional review board approval was obtained for this study.

MIS Approach to LISCs

As described by Awe and Hitchon, the patient is placed prone on a Jackson frame after general endotracheal intubation. Fluoroscopy is used to identify the correct level. The skin incision is planned to be horizontal, 15–30 mm lateral to the midline at the corresponding spinal level on the opposite side of the cyst. A series of tubular dilators are then used to penetrate the paraspinal muscles past the fascia and docked at the junction of the lamina and base of the spinous process. An 18- or 22-mm working channel is generally chosen for heavier patients in whom a longer tube (80–100 mm) is necessary. The working channel is then affixed in position by using a table-mounted arm. Through the microscope, the interlaminar space is enlarged by removing more of the caudal margin of the rostral lamina using a 3-mm power drill with the help of 2-mm and 3-mm bone punches. The ligamentum flavum is then excised, exposing the dural sac (Fig. 2). Most of the bone work with the drill is accomplished with the ligamentum flavum protecting the dura. With the dura depressed by a dissector or sucker, the ventral surface of the base of the spinous process and contralateral ligamentum flavum is excised, exposing the contralateral side of the canal (Fig. 3). With the surgical exposure of the dura, the cyst would usually come into view and can be, at times, quite adherent to the dura (Fig. 4). Care and patience are required to dissect the cyst from the dura without creating a tear in the dura. The cyst is freed circumferentially from the dura ventrally and from the facet joint from which it arises. Finally, it is grasped and completely excised (Fig. 5). It may not come away whole, and the cyst may be entered and partially collapsed, which facilitates its delivery. The gap that is left after the cyst is removed can also be appreciated (Fig. 6). The skin is closed with 4-0 Monocryl and Dermabond. The patient is mobilized the same day and may be discharged home the day of surgery.

Results

Patient demographic information is summarized in Table 1. There were 13 patients (5 male, 8 female) in this series. The mean age (± SD) was 66 ± 11 years. The average body mass index was 28.5 ± 6 kg/m². Sixty-nine percent (9 of 13) of the patients had a synovial cyst at the L4–5 level, whereas the others had one at the L3–4 level. The most predominant symptom (54%) was low-back pain in combination with radicular pain. Four (31%) of the 13 patients reported symptoms with limited physical activities; and a score of poor indicates unchanged or even worsened symptoms. These 4 categories were assigned numerical values, with 4 representing an excellent outcome and 1 representing a poor outcome. Furthermore, telephone calls were used to assess patient performance with the Macnab score even after formal clinic visits had stopped. The follow-up duration, operative time, blood loss, facet-level involvement, and hospital stay duration were also noted. The primary outcome was patient-reported satisfaction with the procedure as documented by the Macnab score. Secondary outcomes were operative time, blood loss, and hospital stay duration. Categorical variables were summarized by recording the number and percentage, whereas the continuous variables were summarized by recording the mean and the standard deviation (SD). In accordance with the US Code of Federal Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects, institutional review board approval was obtained for this study.
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patients had fixed Meyerding Grade 1 anterolisthesis that was not deemed (based on flexion/extension films) unstable enough to necessitate fusion. The patients were followed up for an average time of 20.8 ± 16.9 months (range 2–52 months).

Patient outcomes are presented in Table 2. The mean postoperative Macnab score was 3.4 ± 1.0, with an excellent outcome in 9 of the 13 patients and a good outcome in 1 patient. The mean VAS score decreased from 7.8 preoperatively to 2.9 postoperatively. The mean operative time was 123 ± 30 minutes, and the estimated blood loss was 44 ± 29 ml. The mean length of hospital stay was 1.5 ± 0.7 days. The 3 patients with persistent pain underwent repeat MRI examinations of the lumbar spine to check for residual cysts. Table 3 shows the preoperative and postoperative dimensions of the synovial cysts. Two patients were still symptomatic even after complete cyst excision. There were no complications, such as incidental durotomy, worsening of preoperative symptoms or infection, or the need for additional surgery encountered in this series. All the cysts in our series were pathologically confirmed to be true synovial cysts with the presence of synovial cell lining and xanthochromatic changes.

**Discussion**

LISCs remain a controversial topic with regard to the best treatment modality and approach. Not all synovial cysts described in the literature are related to instability. A minority of these cysts have reportedly been caused by trauma. Most people who suffer from a symptomatic facet joint synovial cyst have an age ranging from 28 to 94 years, with an average in the 60s. There is no clear male or female predilection. Our results, with a mean patient age of 66 ± 11 years with 5 males and 8 females, are in agreement with those in the literature.

These cysts are typically found in the lumbar spine, especially at the L4–5 level, which bears the highest motion in the lumbar region. It is highly uncommon for a facet joint synovial cyst to be found in the cervical or thoracic region. These cysts arise dorsolaterally within the canal and, as such, can compress traversing and/or exiting nerve roots and can cause overall stenosis at the involved level. They have also been reported to arise in the midline. Although facet joint synovial cysts are usually associated with radicular symptoms, they might also cause neurogenic claudication, especially in people with existing stenosis. Acute cauda equina syndrome may be the
presenting sign of a lumbar intraspinal synovial cyst, with such reported cases after acute hemorrhage within these cysts.46 Lyons et al.30 reported that 13% of 194 patients with an LISC in their study presented with acute cauda equina syndrome. In our series, as well, almost 70% (9 of 13) of the patients had their synovial cyst at the L4–5 level and presented with low-back pain and radicular symptoms.

Although previously considered a rare entity, LISCs are being diagnosed more frequently through the use of MRI, and we have a better ability to radiologically differentiate these cysts from other intraspinal pathologies.2 Whereas pathologies such as herniated discs improve with conservative treatment,4 the more definitive treatment for an LISC is resection. Trummer et al.48 studied 19 patients with a symptomatic LISC who had undergone open surgical cyst excision and reported 17 excellent and 2 good postoperative results at an average follow-up of 23 months. Lyons et al.30 retrospectively reviewed all cases of patients at the Mayo Clinic between 1974 and 1986 with an LISC that was treated with open excision; with at least 6 months of follow-up, 91% (134 of the 147 who had 6 months of follow-up data) of the patients had a good or excellent result. Image-guided aspiration and/or rupture techniques have not been very successful at maintaining a long-term benefit. Parlier-Cua et al.34 showed that only one-third of the patients in their study responded favorably within 1–6 months to cyst steroid injection. Shah et al.44 found that, over a 50-week follow-up period, only 10% of their patients had sustained pain relief after cyst aspiration and injection.

Before the advent of minimally invasive and tube surgery, synovial cysts were excised by laminectomy and facetectomy at the involved level in addition to fusion to prevent postoperative instability.23,40 Such extensive bone resection has been linked with postoperative spondylolisthesis at the involved levels, even those with no preoperative evidence of instability.40 The rates of late fusion surgery for spondylolisthesis incurred after open resection of an LISC have varied from 1.8 to 6%.5,6,30 As such, MIS techniques for the excision of LISCs have been developed. Conversely, Sehati et al.42 reviewed 19 patients with a symptomatic LISC who had undergone MIS cyst resection via an ipsilateral tubular retractor approach. They found that 95% of the patients reported an excellent or good result. The mean operative time was 158 minutes, and the mean blood loss was 31 ml. Two of the patients had a dural tear that was treated with primary closure. In spite of these favorable results with the ipsilateral MIS approach, the facet joint has to be violated, at least in part. Sandhu et al.41 showed a mean blood loss of 35 ml (range 5–100 ml) and a mean operative time of 97 minutes (range 50–180 minutes) in 17 patients who had undergone MIS LISC excision (mean follow-up 13 months). Fourteen patients (82%) had an excellent result, and 2 patients (12%) had a good result according to the Macnab score. The only patient with a poor outcome had preoperative spondylolisthesis and underwent fusion 4 months after the cyst-excision surgery.
No instability was noted in the remaining 16 patients at follow-up. The MIS contralateral approach for the excision of LISCs has been advocated over the ipsilateral approach because of its facet-sparing potential.38 James et al.22 retrospectively reviewed 16 patients with an LISC who underwent MIS contralateral cyst excision and had a mean operative time of 105 minutes and blood loss of < 40 ml in every case. At a median follow-up time of 18 months, 9 patients had an excellent outcome and 5 patients had a good outcome according to Macnab and VAS scores. Two patients were lost to follow-up. No instability was noted on last follow-up. Rhee et al.38 described 2 patients with a LISC that was resected via an MIS contralateral approach. At their 1-year follow-up, the patients denied any residual pain, and their dynamic lumbar radiographs failed to show any evidence of instability.

Rates of lumbar cyst recurrence after open excision range from 1.3% to 10.8%, and the rates of radiographic spondylolisthesis after excision range from 2% to 31%.17  Ganau et al.17 reviewed the results of microscopic resection of LISCs in 17 patients. They closely examined the pathological results of the excised cysts, looking for true synovial cell lining, the intracystic presence of hemosiderin, and positive staining for cytokeratin immunostains, which are indicators of a synovial microtraumatic origin of the cysts. They aimed at differentiating cysts that would necessitate complete facetectomy (for risk of cyst recurrence) from other cystic lesions of the lumbar spine. Although all of the cysts in their series were actually true synovial cysts that were treated with hemilaminectomy/laminectomy with facet sparing, none of these patients, even those with preoperatively fixed spondylolisthesis, presented with instability at a median follow-up of 28 months. Forty-six patients with a LISC treated with microscopic decompression were followed up for nearly 10 years by Weiner et al.29 The only indication for concomitant fusion (noninstrumented) in this series was the presence of spondylolisthesis, which was involved in 50% of their patient population. Even though the authors did not differentiate static from dynamic spondylolisthesis, 89% of the patients reported satisfaction with the surgery 10 years later, with no statistical differences for any outcome measure between patients who underwent fusion and those who did not. As such, the need for late surgery for postoperative instability might not be clinically significant. This observation was also seen in a Mayo Clinic experience with LISCs,30 in which, of 194 patients who were treated with traditional open surgical decompression, only 2% developed late symptomatic spinal instability that required revision surgery and fusion after a minimum follow-up of 6 months (range 6–168 months).

Despite not being encountered in our series, incidental durotomy, whether during open or minimally invasive techniques, is a possible complication of synovial cyst resection secondary to cyst adherence to the dura. The risk of an inadvertent dural tear during spine surgery ranges from 1.6% to 17%.39,43,47 Factors that may increase the risk of a dural tear include accidental puncture of the dura with a surgical instrument, adherence of the dura to removed bone or cyst, and frailty of the dura after chronic compression. Although there have been many reports about managing dural tears that occur in open spine surgery, there have been only a few study reports that discussed the treatment of durotomy in minimally invasive spine surgery (MISS). The advantages of MISS with regard to dural tears is the smaller incisions with muscle-splitting dissections that create very small potential spaces for CSF accumulation/leak or CSF fistulas. The disadvantages are the technical difficulties associated with attempts at primary closure of the dural tear through a narrow tubular corridor. Ruban and O’Toole39 treated 53 dural tears (9.4%) in 563 patients who underwent MISS with a combination of primary repair via specially designed instruments and/or fibrin glue and Gelfoam pledgets, with bed rest only overnight followed by early mobilization, and the patients experienced no delayed complications. Early mobilization was reported by other studies of MISS complicated by durotomy as well, also with no delayed complications.43,47 Chou et al.10 and Wu et al.40 also described treatment of dural tears during MISS with direct repair, fibrin glue, and bed rest with no need for reoperation.

Our results are very similar to those of previously reported studies. The Macnab and VAS scores show overall good and excellent symptom and functional improvement, with a mean operative time of 123 ± 30 minutes and an estimated blood loss of 44 ± 29 ml. The mean length of hospital stay (1.5 ± 0.7 days) indicates that most patients were discharged the morning after their surgery. The patients encountered no intraoperative complications (i.e., no durotomy, worsening of preoperative symptoms or infection, or need for additional surgery).

Several possible limitations in this study have to be taken into consideration. First, this study was a retrospective case review and analysis with a relatively small number of patients and no randomized control (open or ipsilateral

---

**TABLE 2. Outcome data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Mean (± SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Macnab score</td>
<td>3.4 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS score</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postop</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operative time (mins)</td>
<td>123 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBL (ml)</td>
<td>44 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of hospital stay (days)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EBL = estimated blood loss.
* There were no complications (e.g., incidental durotomy, postoperative CSF leak, infection, worsening of symptoms).

---

**TABLE 3. Preoperative and postoperative MRI-determined cyst dimensions for patients with persistent pain**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient No.</th>
<th>Spinal Level</th>
<th>Dimension (mm)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preop</td>
<td>Postop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>L4–5</td>
<td>8.5 × 6.5 × 15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L4–5</td>
<td>14.9 × 6.0 × 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>L4–5</td>
<td>9.5 × 8.6 × 12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Dimension = anteroposterior length × width × height.
minimally invasive surgery) group. However, based on our limited experience, we believe that the contralateral approach enables cyst excision while sparing the facets. Second, the relatively short follow-up period of only 20.8 ± 16.9 months and the unavailability of follow-up imaging for every patient make drawing conclusions on the presence or absence of postoperative iatrogenic instability and recurrence not feasible.

Conclusions

The contralateral MIS approach to LISC excision provides excellent surgical exposure, facet-sparing expeditious excision of the cyst, and minimal soft-tissue injury with low intraoperative and postoperative morbidity. Obviously, a more definitive statement on the advantages of the contralateral MIS approach compared with those of other approaches would require a randomized prospective study. The relative rarity of this condition makes this possibility unlikely.
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